DIRECTIONS FROM O.R. TAMBO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TO THE SAXON HOTEL, VILLAS AND SPA

- As you leave O.R. Tambo International Airport, keep on the far RIGHT HAND SIDE of the main exit carriageway. Follow the overhead sign marked R24 - JOHANNESBURG.
- You will merge with the N12 highway, travelling west.
- Approaching the N12/N3 interchange, follow the overhead sign marked N3 (N1) PRETORIA. DO NOT TAKE THE SIGN MARKED JOHANNESBURG. You will now be travelling NORTH along the N3 highway.

AT THIS POINT

- You will pass the following overhead signs LINKSFIELD ROAD, MODDERFONTEIN ROAD, LONDON ROAD, MARLBORO DRIVE. As you approach the interchange, follow the sign marked M1 JOHANNESBURG.
- You will now be travelling SOUTH on the M1 motorway.
- You will pass the following overhead signs WOODMEAD, MARLBORO DRIVE, Take the GRAYSTON DRIVE offramp, Turn RIGHT at the traffic lights.
- Continue along GRAYSTON DRIVE until you reach a T-junction. Turn right at the traffic light into SANDTON DRIVE. Continue down the hill to WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE. Turn left into WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE.
- At the next traffic light, you will turn left into CROMARTE ROAD. Follow CROMARTE ROAD, past the boom gate until you get to the T-JUNCTION.
- Turn right into SAXON ROAD. The SAXON HOTEL, VILLAS AND SPA is clearly marked on the LEFT HAND SIDE of SAXON ROAD.

DIRECTIONS FROM SANDTON GAUTRAIN STATION

- On exiting the Sandton Gautrain station, turn right into RIVONIA ROAD and right again into SANDTON DRIVE.
- You will follow SANDTON DRIVE till you get to WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE, Turn left into WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE.
- At the next traffic light, you will turn left into CROMARTE ROAD, Follow CROMARTE ROAD, past the boom gate until you get to the T-JUNCTION.
- Turn right into SAXON ROAD. The SAXON HOTEL, VILLAS AND SPA is clearly marked on the LEFT HAND SIDE of SAXON ROAD.

DIRECTIONS FROM ROSEBANK GAUTRAIN STATION

- On exiting the Rosebank Gautrain station, turn right into OXFORD ROAD and continue to BOMPAS ROAD. Turn left into BOMPAS ROAD and continue to JAN SMUTS AVENUE. Turn right into JAN SMUTS AVENUE and keep to the right hand lane. Take the right hand fork into WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE, Continue along WILLIAM NICOL DRIVE until you get to CROMARTE ROAD.
- Turn right into CROMARTE ROAD, Follow CROMARTE ROAD, past the boom gate until you get to the T-JUNCTION.
- Turn right into SAXON ROAD. The SAXON HOTEL, VILLAS AND SPA is clearly marked on the LEFT HAND SIDE of SAXON ROAD.